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 Yow! First chance I’ve had to start a course diary. Lets 
backtrack: 

THURSDAY 
I buy a Clamshell luggage carrier for the Explorer, since my 

main duty on this course is, with Tom Redmond and Jonathon 
Brainin, to shuttle GC students of all levels from Newark to Lebanon. 
Katie [my wife] and I meet Leslie at Costco for food shopping. We’re 
buying food for 90+ attendees for 10 days, so the quantities we 
bought were as large as the store, and the size of the store is best 
measured in acres. We then follow Leslie to the site, Camp Lebanon: 
first time I’ve seen it. Looks very good for a GC course; 
uncomfortable bunk beds, isolated setting, pitch black at night, etc. 
Who woulda thunk it, A Jersey Claymont. One major difference; t 
here are several separate buildings, as opposed to just the Mansion 
at Claymont. 
 We unload the food; I meet Hilary and Jared [staffers at Camp 
Lebanon], who are cleaning up the kitchen in prep for us. Nice guys. 
We unload the food and I head back home for my last night of air-
conditioning, Internet access, a King sized mattress, etc. Attach 
luggage rack. If I hadn’t bought it, the minor screwups that occurred 
with shuttling GCs would have been major. 
 

FRIDAY 
Up, Bathe [also last one for a bit; I’ll bet], load up the rest of the 

car, and I’m off to Lebanon at 7:30. Arrive, unload my gear, and I’m 
off to Newark International Airport [NIA]. For some reason, it’s been 
cool all summer, and now, since a Guitar Craft course is beginning, 
Mother Nature decides to send the weather we usually experienced 
in West Virginia in July, to New Jersey in September. Hot and Humid. 
Ugh. 
 Some things need to be said about NIA. First off, it’s actually 
three separate, distinct airports, each one called a “Terminal”. You 
cannot drive directly from one terminal to another. To go, say, from 
terminal A to terminal C, you have to exit the “A” airport entirely, then 



drive around and re-enter terminal “C”. No way to walk between each. 
No one would since they’re each a ½ mile apart. 
 I’m explaining this because as I am writing this, I am still getting 
over the mental and physical exhaustion of ferrying students. Tom did 
all of the advance work, a monumental task in and of itself. He would 
send repeated emails to each and every flier requesting the air 
carrier, flight number, and arrival time of their particular flight. Seems 
a simple request, since one would only have to look at their ticket for 
all the info. Often, what he got back was in the form of the following: 
 
TO: RedmondT@aol.com 
FROM: Imclueless@whatever.com 
Date: Day before the course 
RE: Flight Information 
 
Tom, 
Here’s the info you requested; 
I’ll be arriving at Newark Airport on Saturday. I don’t have a guitar, but 
just look for me, I'm sure there will be no problem. 
 
THANX! 
[Names withheld here due to libel/slander laws] 
 
 Yes, I wrote that to evoke a chuckle, but it’s the kind of laughter 
you need to keep you from buying a gun and locating a bell tower. I 
mean, for God’s sake, that’s it!? Newark is the 3rd largest airport in 
the frigging country! And #1 in percentage of flight delays! It put 
O’Hare to shame! 
 So, Tom had himself a long list of people to pick up, most of 
which gave the needed info., but also many who gave him almost 
exactly, literally, to the letter, the email above. 
 I had volunteered to be co-transport person because, hey, I’ll 
admit it, I'm basically lazy, and I thought this would be a job that 
looked like a lot of work, but really wouldn’t be. As usual with Guitar 
Craft, what I expected was dead wrong. 
 So, a typical airport run went like so. With list of 3 people in 
hand [Tom gave me people who had given him all the information. 
Obviously, he knew what airport pickups were really like]; I go to 
terminal C, find that person’s flight is delayed 30 mins. That means 
the other two I have to pickup at different terminals will have to wait, 



but hey, no problem. So the soon-to-be-craftie and I exit terminal C, 
and re-enter the Airport at Terminal A.  
 I park, and we go to the Arrivals section. I’m picking up 2 
people on the same flight, so this one should be a piece of cake. Find 
the flight number. OK! Flight was on time! They should be waiting for 
us. Just look for the good old Ovation cases and were set. So, I walk 
to the specified baggage claim area, and what do I see? Not two, but 
three people, sitting together with Ovation cases. Problem? Nope. I 
can fit four passengers, plus 4 guitars, plus luggage for 4 in the 
Explorer [thanks to the blessed Clamshell].  
 So, I take out my list, so I can greet them by name. Let’s call 
the two Moe and Larry… 
ME: Hi! You must be here for Guitar Craft! 
The 3: Yes! 
ME: OK! Lets see, we have three here, and I can fit you all. So, which 
one of you is Moe. 
Moe: I am. 
ME: Which one of you is Larry? 
The other two: Silence and quizzed looks. 
ME: Neither of you is Larry? 
CURLY: Nope. I’m Curly. 
SHEMP: And I’m Shemp. 
 
FUCK!!! NO LARRY!!!! The pickup of 3 has just become a pickup and 
4, and one of the 3 that I was supposed to pickup is NOWHERE to be 
found! 
So, I do what any relaxed, attentive, and sensitive GC Veteran would 
do; I Panic. 
 
ME: OK! You guys all wait here! Don’t Move! I’m bigger than you all! 
 
 And so, once again, I traipse inside and outside the terminal 
looking for anyone carrying any box, bag, case, knapsack, etc. with 
my GC sign held high for all to see.  
 [I made a sign on a manilla folder that carried all the Travel 
Team plans; which said “GUITAR CRAFT” in big block letters. This is 
done by taxi/limo drivers; they hold the sign up, and wait for the 
person who’s name is on the sign to find them. My sign attracted a lot 
more than Crafties. I now know what It feels like to be Robert, at least 
in airports. To find missing Crafties; I was often walking all 



around/thru/inside/outside the terminals carrying the big “Guitar Craft” 
sign. 3 times; I was approached by non-course people wanting to 
know where the course was, if RF were there, etc. Twice people told 
me they had met RF at/after/before a concert and wanted me to tell 
RF I saw them. One was a guy who followed me, for about 10 
minutes, despite my obvious discomfort and serpentine movement; 
asking questions about RF; asking if I could ask RF if RF 
remembered him giving RF a gift after a concert. Amazing. And what 
RF gets must be at least 3-4 orders of magnitude worse. Just 
airports, that is. I can’t begin to imagine what it’s like backstage/near 
venues. And people on the guestbook give him shit for not 
acknowledging their existence. It cant say this in the guestbook in 
these words, but, Fuck ‘Em. It also brings to light the punctures of my 
own at past courses. No thanks Robert; fame is all yours. YOW!] 
 Good News: I find Larry! 
 Bad news: I now have to fit five, that’s 1,2,3,4, FIVE people, five 
guitars, and luggage for five in my Explorer. [Yes, this is the Ford 
Explorer, whose tires were re-called after almost 100 deaths have 
been directly attributed to the faulty tires that were on it until I had 
them looked at a technician the week before the course; he told me I 
was lucky to be alive; that a front blow out at 50+ mph would 
Definitely have rolled the car]. And that’s not including the 6 foot 4, 
330 pounds me! SIX people in an SUV with 2-bucket front seats and 
a small back seat.  
 

So, this is what it was like. The Level Two first Dinner was at 
7pm Friday. I got there with another crew from Newark at 7:40pm 
[Mention lightning storm]. No biggie, people are still eating, though 
most are finished, the kitchen team brings us out food. Awesome.  
 Robert clings a glass for the usual opening remarks. But as 
usual in GC, it’s not the usual speech. Curt’s not here yet, and the 2nd 
Alexander teacher is MIA. Robert states that he feels that the course 
cannot yet begin. I nod ‘yes’ vigorously. He asks us to meet for a 
Sitting at 8:45pm.  
 Sitting goes as planed, except interrupted by Roberts coughing. 
It doesn’t sounds like the cough of sickness, it sounds like the cough 
you get when you drink something and a bit goes down your trachea. 
Robert doesn’t look ill at all, in fact, he looks rather relaxed, satisfied 
and cheerful. Not the intimidating glare, scanning across the room 
that I’ve experienced at other courses. But the fact that its not 



viral/contagious doesn’t detract from the fact that Robert is doing 
some serious coughing. Were talking the type of coughing that 
mountain climbers experience as a physiological response to 
prolonged oxygen deprivation due to high altitude. Climbers regularly 
break ribs, or have muscle torn from rib with this type of cough. 
Usually he just takes it; but more than once, he leaps from his chair, 
bolts through the nearest exit and begins coughing even MORE 
vigorously! This happened both at dinner and at sitting Friday 
evening. [I found later Robert rarely made it to sittings after; not 
wanting to disturb the quiet/silence]. The man may not be contagious, 
but that coughing’s gotta hurt! 
 

SATURDAY 
Rise, morning sitting, breakfast. The level 1’s will start pouring 

in today, and I’ll be going to and fro Newark to help with the pouring. 
Other diaries will tell you what happened that day at Lebanon. I have 
no idea, because from 9:30am to 5:30pm I’m going to and from 
Newark. Only two trips, but with flight delays, going from terminal to 
terminal, walking walking with my GC sign held high, 
packing/unpacking SUV/Clamshell, stopping at Gas 
station/convenience store/Dunkin Donuts for gas and/or food and 
sundries for folks before I take them to camp, etc. Those two jaunts 
took a bit under 8 hours.  
 But hey! I’m done at 5:30pm! I’m fried, I mean toast, I mean 
dizzy from the heat and chasing people down and….., but Dinners 
not until 7! So I wont be late for dinner like yesterday, and I even 
have a bit of time to be stationery! 
 And then it happens. After I rest for a bit, I go to retrieve 
something out of the SUV. I can’t remember what it was, but when I 
locked and shut the door, I noticed that what I went out there for 
wasn’t in my right hand. In my right hand was one of my hairbrushes. 
Not bad? Well, no, until I realized that my keys should be in my right 
hand and they aren’t. I look in. AAAARRRGGGGHHHH!!!!! I LOCKED 
MY KEYS IN MY CAR!!!!!! 
 I just stand there, glancing between the brush in my hand, and 
the keys lying on the passenger seat. The keys, inches away, but 
really, infinitely distant. I’m screwed. 
 And then there’s my wife Katie. A Hero on a Daily basis. I call 
her, and she says no problem, She will bring the spare keys up to 
Lebanon from home 1 hour away.  



GOOD NEWS!: I’ll have my car unlocked in and hour of so. 
BAD NEWS: Since I have to wait for her at the lodge to bring me the 
keys, I’ll now have been: 
 
1] Late for the first Dinner 
2] Absent for the Level Two Inaugural Meeting 
3] Absent for Lunch 
4] Absent for Alexander workshops I heard were held 
5] Absent for Repertoire Small Group Meetings I heard were held 
6] Absent for the second Level 2/First Level 1 + 2 Dinner 
 

Which means that, of the 6 first significant events/meals at NJ 
GC; I have been there for exactly 0.5 of them. 
 

K comes with keys as Level 1s are coming back from dinner. I 
ask what’s coming up next for each level and find that everyone is 
meeting in Fairmount at 8:45pm sans guitars. The only thing that’s 
going to keep me from this meeting is a meteor.  

We shuffle in; some stand, some sit. More start to sit. I see a 
circle starting to be formed. Uh-uh. No way. As a high school teacher, 
I have had many class meetings, and I know that a single, non-
concentric, circle of 80-90 chairs will result in a circle with a diameter 
of 40 feet. Since the building isn’t that wide, you wont have a circle 
anyway; you’ll have the shape of a car racetrack. Robert asks for a 
basic sit in a bunch alternative. 

Level 1 intros are done. RF is in good spirits, despite the 
coughing and the heat. Level 2 intros are also done. I’m glad because 
I missed that at the Level 2 inaugural. A good vibe, Robert is telling 
jokes, he’s questioning some responses, but not grilling anyone.  

Curt is working the room, many barbs are jabbed at Tom 
Redmond, but he’s far stronger than that. 

We conclude, and are asked to return to the hall to “do nothing 
as much as you can, for 30 minutes” at 7:30 tomorrow. 

 
 

SUNDAY 
 Morning Sitting [in Chair] 
Breakfast: Q+A Section; Dr. Who question; Bell Question; Lunch; 
Meeting with Curt on “Noticing” and House craft; Meeting on intervals; 
playing a major and/or minor 2nd as a circulation. Repertoire Team 



works on Calliope. . I missed this yesterday, as I was at Newark 
Airport. I find out they were working on “Calliope” yesterday! Great! I 
know the song! No problem! 

Then the problems arrive.  
Oops. Wait. I find out that the team is playing it at dinner as a 

challenge from Victor and Fernando! Challenge panic sets in for me, 
but, as I know the song, I feel there shouldn’t be a problem. 

They run through the song, and the count in is 
ssssslllloooooowwww! I’m so used to playing Calliope at 80bpm that 
the song is almost unrecognizable and unplayable at the speed 
they’re playing it. I mention this; and am told this is the speed. My 
Bad. Again. 
 And, we stink. This is understandable, given that most of the 
others have only learned the song about 18 hours ago. We practice 
sections separately, then from the beginning to a given section; but 
only make it through the piece once, and it’s a train wreck. And this is 
only a few hours before were gonna play it in front of everyone. Yow. 
 After lunch the “Repertoire Team” meets again, with Victor and 
Fernando. Victor asks for a run thru. We play it. Victor and Fernando 
are smiling and bopping their heads. The players, me included, are 
frowning, staring at guitars, grimacing at each mistake; we look and 
sound bad. 
 Victor to the rescue. He talks about how much more important 
loving the piece, loving the playing of it, feeling it in the body, etc. are 
much more important than how we play the notes. So, he tries an 
experiment.  
 Victor has us line up in two parallel lines, facing one another. 
So, you’re looking at someone face-to-face about 18 inches apart. 
Close! He then has us begin to march; left, right, left, right…. You 
know you’re doing it correctly when the person you’re looking at is 
bopping in the opposite direction. Which is also a bit confusing. Then 
he has us “sing” the opening of the song. But we’re not singing the 
notes, were singing the rhythm: 
 
Its in 6/8 or 12/8, I believe: 
 
Ba / Ba-Ba-Ba / 
Ba-Ba / Ba-Ba /    [8 “Ba’s and 4 one note rests “/” = 12 beats] 
 



SO! Were singing this, and marching, and Victor wants us to 
look into the persons eyes across from us. For many reasons, this is 
very difficult to do. Seems like a staring contest. Anyway, even 
though we haven’t played a note yet, were marching and singing 
“Calliope”! 

Victor asks “louder”. We get louder. Victor yells “LOUDER!!!!!!” 
We get LOUD!!!!!!!! We are screaming at the top of our lungs, BA!-
BA!BA!BA!-BA!BA!-BA!BA! Over and over again! WOW!!!! The 
transformation is amazing. Were dealing with the song at a 
completely different level than ever before. The vibe in the room 
brightens by at least an order of magnitude. Oh, how I wish some of 
the Level 1s could see this! Probably scare the shit out of them. 

Imagine: You’re a Level 1 on this course in NJ, and so you 
really don’t know what these different “Levels” do. So far, Fripp has 
been jovial, as have been the meetings. So you wander by the big 
hall, and you hear this SCREAMING!!! And you approach the 
doorway to see 14 guitarists, in line, marching and screaming! Holy 
Shit! Level 2 is Boot Camp! Its friggin’ Parris Island! [For those whose 
fathers weren’t Marines, Parris Island where most U.S. Marines go 
through Boot Camp] And the Level 1 sees the up-to-now Quiet Victor 
as Drill Sergeant McSurely!!! Were sweating Bullets!!! Our hearts are 
pounding as much as our feet! “Sir, yes, Sir!” “Calliope March! Double 
Time! Harch! Harch! Harch!!!!” If I had seen this as a Level 1, I would 
have shit my pants. Fantastic! 

Anyway, we leave that, and reform the circle and play through 
the song. Instant improvement, though we still have far to go, with 
little time to get there.  

We agree to meet 90 minutes before dinner to practice one last 
time. So I’m back in my room, with a few minutes to spare, and it hits 
me. While we may “know” the song, absolutely NOTHING has been 
addressed regarding how the piece will be presented. Playing at 
Meals is a major part of Guitar Craft. I’ve seen it done many times.  

And at these, I’ve seen: 
-Fripp tell the group to get out as soon as they begin to enter, 

“Please Leave! Return when you can enter in an honourable fashion!” 
-Fripp stop the song as soon as it starts: Fripp: “Stop! What is 

the name of this Group?! Group: “Um…we didn’t make a name…” 
Fripp: “Get Out! A group without a name is a Crowd. Please Leave!” 

-Fripp stop the song as its being counted in: Fripp: “Stop! What 
is the name of this song?!” Group: “um…we just wrote it, it doesn’t 



have a title yet…” Fripp: “No Title?! A song without a Title is not a 
song. Please Leave!” 

 
And we: 
-Haven’t discussed how to enter/exit the room 
-Haven’t chosen a name 

At least we know the name of the piece. 
 
 So, when we meet, I ask, “Has anyone ever played at a meal?” 
a couple of hands. I ask, “Has anyone ever played with Robert in 
concert?” No hands. Since I played 4 concerts in NY in the early 90’s 
as a challenge presented to the long-gone NYC based GC circle 
known as “Chapter Two”, I take over. Usually I regret this.  
 
Take Over = 
 -Assume control, which assumes I’m in control [I'm not], and/or 
since I’ve played with Robert in concert, I know how to form a ‘snake’; 
enter/exit rooms orderly, acknowledge the audience, wait for quiet, 
name the group, name the song, etc. So I Assumed I knew a lot. As 
if…. 
 
 Well, I do succeed in quickly whipping up the team into a semi-
circle, tell all to remember this is where you are in the snake/circle 
from now on, lets go in, I’ll lead the snake, etc. I elect to lead, in that 
my visual clues will tell the circle: when to face each other while 
waiting for quiet; turn to the audience to acknowledge them; 
announce the group name/title of the piece; turn back to each other to 
play the piece.  
 
Patrick in the kitchen helps: asks us to serve dessert.  
 

We meet back at the picnic tables. Patrick speaks up. As soon 
as he does, I realize my error. Somehow, I completely forgot about 
Patrick in the group. This may sound un-PC, since Patrick is 
sightless, but compared to Patrick, I lead about as well as Patrick can 
see. Why did I take over? Who the hell am I to be ordering people 
around? Who am I to interrupt, repeatedly, others who are asking 
what were probably excellent questions, or instructions that were 
most likely better than mine? My faux pa’s are mounting 
exponentially.  



Patrick says “Robert will DEFINEITLY ask for an encore.” 
 
My god. Patrick is right. All of my “leading” and now I sit and 

listen as Patrick, smooth as silk, leads us through an improv-slash-
circulation to use as an encore. His leadership is so utterly apparent, 
and well executed, that, at this point, I am ashamed to even be 
including myself in this team. Me a team member? Maybe. Me a team 
leader in a group with Patrick. Could I be ANY more WRONG!?!?!?! 

Patrick is a force of nature. I could understand a crafty [or 
anyone] seeing Patrick, being led into a room, his small steps, his 
sightless eyes, walking stick in hand, as a meek person. Woe to the 
person who would presume such. Patrick climbs Mount Everest on an 
hourly basis. He is without sight, and he told me he is experiencing 
hearing difficulties. But for Patrick, I look at him, and it seems to me, 
that these are minor inconveniences to his life.  

He basically gave a quick lesson on the improv/encore, and 
then tells us, basically: 

-Now is the time to get our shit together 
-Now is the time for you guys to relax. [Patrick is so sensitive he 

can feel a person’s tension at great distance; even the direction of it, 
maybe even the person.] He sees what I can’t; the group is getting 
scared, it’s crunch time, this is it, this is important, but the worse that 
can happen is that we’ll suck, we may totally humiliated, we may be 
politely asked to get the fuck out of the room. To many others, and 
me that’s what’s going though our minds. And Patrick sees it ALL. 

So, we walk slowly up towards the Cafeteria. Did you see the 
movie “The Green Mile”? I get a small taste of what someone walking 
to the electric chair feels like.  

We enter. We need to do a lap so that the snake fits in the 
room. So, I walk in, leading [HA!] the group, doing a lap so that we all 
fit in the room, and then I stop, and the semi-circle is in place.  

It gets quiet. But it’s not a good quiet. The vibe I get from the 
Level 1’s is nice: I see them smiling, some must be thinking: “were 
gonna hear some Level TWO’s play! The Pros! The Ones Who Have 
a Clue and can Play Well! This should be good! Alright!” 

The other part of the quiet is from everyone else. I look across 
the audience, and see that face. Oh, that face. The Look. It’s the face 
of a Crafty who knows what’s really going on. The face of the Level 
2s who are either on the kitchen team, or level 2s who aren’t in the 
Repertoire Team at this instant, or some of the Instructors.  



This face is also smiling. But it’s the smile of those who Know. 
And One Who Knows might be thinking to themselves, “Oh Man, is 
this gonna be Great! This group is going to perform an exquisite Train 
Wreck of a song, a complete Butchering of some piece of music, a 
masterpiece of mistakes, bad notes, players sweating, grimacing, 
making all the wrong moves! Doing all the wrong things! And I’m here 
to see the Train Wreck right here! In The Flesh! Fripp’s gonna eat 
these guys ALIVE! And ask for Seconds! Oh man, let the carnage 
begin!” 

Robert, a man who is a Master of the Facial Expression [A look, 
grimace, or tiny facial expression by Robert, can, and often does, 
cause a room of people to EXPLODE in laughter. It’s happened many 
times on the course already.] is now utterly expressionless. I mean 
nothing. Blank. Zip. Tabula Rasa. I look at the audience, scanning it, 
acknowledging it [What I’m really doing is what you’re supposed to 
do; engage the audience, look at them. What I want to do is not look 
at anyone. At this point, a cave in China seems quite inviting. A 
meteor would work well now; quick death, no warning, no pain.]. 
Victor and Fernando are smiling, probably out of sheer sympathy for 
us; Bless them. Curt is looking at us too. I can’t tell what he’s thinking, 
but I do know that if he said “Boo!” at this point, I, and perhaps many 
of the group, would either faint, or, run screaming out the door.  

Things go wrong immediately. Doug begins to count in the 
song! We haven’t said whom we are or what we’re going to play! 
Before Robert has the chance to, on good reason, throw us all out, I 
say, “Excuse me” which stops the count. This wasn’t, unlike my other 
“leadership” an attempt to do things correctly. What came out of my 
mouth was pure instinct. My mind said “Roberts gonna stop us and 
start grilling us! We need to say the group name and piece.” 

Me: “We are the Guitar Craft New Jersey Level 2 Performance 
Team” [One word is incorrect, and will have serious repercussions] 

The Room: Silence 
Me: The Name of this piece is…. Calliope” 
Robert, instantly: “I demand this piece be played at 

performance speed!” 
SHIT! I said we were a PERFORMANCE TEAM!!! We’re the 

frigging REPERTOIRE team!!!! Big Difference, sports fans! 
Oh well, nothing can be done about that. Doug counts it in; and 

away we go. The piece is… played. How was it? I have no idea; I was 



too busy trying to produce notes while sweating and trying not to faint 
from heat, humidity, and stress.  

Piece ends. Quiet. We turn to acknowledge the audience. Big 
Applause. Big enough that I cant hear what Robert is repeatedly 
shouting. My mind think’s it’s “More!! More!!” It gets quiet again, and 
we begin to file out, but I SO want to play the other piece that I ask if 
anyone would like to hear another song. More big applause. I’ll take 
that as a yes. So we re-circle, re-form the semi-circle, and Pat leads 
us through the 3-chords/circulation/3-chords improv. I love these 
pieces; you’re freed up from playing a particular set of notes at a 
particular time, and instead your role is to play the RIGHT note at the 
RIGHT time. And in a free circulation, the “right” note might be 
horrifically dissonant, as long as it is passed honourably. Piece ends, 
we file out to more big applause. 

We have a short discussion on anything that anyone might 
want to say, then re-enter to eat. I can’t eat. A couple of mouthfuls, 
and I ask, if anyone would like the rest. What I DO want is water, 
which I cant seem to get enough of, as I can’t stop sweating. I’m 
borrowing napkins from all around me, and just soaking them. I go 
into the kitchen to ask for more water, Jonathon gets me a pitcher. I 
tell Patrick the team can serve dessert when needed; he tells me not 
to worry about it, that its been taken care of. I guess perhaps he 
didn’t want me sweating on his dessert.  

During the post-meal discussion, I start to feel not so well. 
Sweating a lot is ok for me, but three days straight isn’t. After the 
meal I go back to my room and sit in front of my fan to cool down. It 
helps a bit, but we’re supposed to all [Level1+2] meet with guitars in 
about 20 minutes in the large hall, which, at least during the two 
previous nights was significantly hotter than the ambient outdoor 
temperature.  

So I make the call. I need a night off. UGH!!!!! I had to leave the 
last course at Claymont due to my father’s health [he was dying of 
cancer], and now I’m about to “leave” this course, at least for the 
night, due to MY health!!! Quitter!!! Loser!!! This makes me feel worse 
than anything my body can throw at me.  

I put “leave” in quotes because, due to my duties on the Travel 
Team, I’ve, as delineated above, hardly BEEN on the course to begin 
with!!! That’s OK though, since I was doing what was needed, people 
needed to be driven from airports, and I accepted that duty, and [so 
far] was doing an honorable job. Hell, I’ll even gloat a little, as I found 



all the Crafties who Tom had no idea where/when they were arriving 
at Newark, just that they WERE arriving at Newark, and Tom had 
pulled me aside and thanked me profusely for doing such a great job. 
 I go to find Jonathon and/or Tom to tell them I’m gonna miss 
the Level 1+2 meeting, and take the night off, and as I’m walking 
towards the Level 2 cabins, right in the darkness, Tom is standing 
there. As if waiting for me. I tell him what I’m doing. He looks at my 
still sweating body, and a look of real concern comes over his face. I 
must look like shit. He asks if I’m OK to drive, volunteers to drive me 
home [can this guy be any MORE of a HERO?!] and I say I’m ok; I 
just need to get in my air-conditioned car and get to me air-
conditioned house. He tells me to do whatever it takes to get the rest 
I need. No problem, he says, this way-too-kind man. I ask he tell 
whoever that I’m OK, just exhausted, and he assures me again. Oh, 
that I had this man’s resolve/compassion. I’m off to home. 
 

MONDAY 
I go home [I live 60 miles/minutes from the Camp in Lebanon]; 

sleep in a slightly air-conditioned house, wake up next morning, don’t 
feel better, go see my local Doc, he checks me out, tells me I have 
heat exhaustion, [and later, after a urine test, that my electrolytes 
were dangerously low] and he tells me to rest for a couple of days. 

Great. Just frigging great. If there’s one thing I didn’t need at 
this point, was a reason, actually an order from a physician, to stay 
away from GC. Oh believe me, during many courses, the lazy part of 
me would have LOVED to have a doc show up, and announce I 
needed to rest and/or leave the course, but after not completing the 
last one I was hell-bent on completing this one. My weight gain 
punishes me yet again. And where to lay the blame? Right on me, 
folks. 

 
 
At home, I decide: 
-Since I’m missed so much already due to Travel Team duties 
-Since I’m going to be needed to resume Travel Team duties at 

the end of the week 
…That I should bow out of the Level 2 course [so, the course 

ends for me. An end, not an honourable completing]. 
…That I should instead concentrate on my Role as Travel 

Team. I WILL discharge this honourably. Tom needs me, as he will 



be leaving the course early due to business demands; and he needs 
my Ford Explorer for multiple multi-day excursions to/from Newark 
Airport on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. 

This makes me feel better, psychologically that is, because it 
dawns on me that Jonathon and Tom also have missed the vast 
majority of the Level 2, given their duties as members of the New 
Jersey Guitar Circle. In fact, it dawns on me, that during the few times 
I DID attend the course events [I got to eat 3 meals total; and be a 
part of only one guitar related event, the above described “Calliope” 
challenge, though I was physically at the course for 5 days]; I rarely, if 
ever, saw any other of the NJGC Level 2s. They were either on 
Kitchen Duty, House Craft, or just plain running around getting what 
needed to be done, done. 

 
TUESDAY 

Rest, call Tom and tell him I’m off the Level 2, will rest up, and 
will continue on as NJGC Travel Team. He’s concerned; he tells me 
he can get others to do the work. I say no, I’m gonna discharge my 
role in the NJGC to an honourable completion. He says OK, and 
again reassures me. Every re-assurance I get just makes me feel 
worse, but that’s just my guilt, and the fact that me being way out-of-
shape for this course was a fact I’d been suppressing until now. I’d 
thought with the very cool/dry summer we’d had so far my weight 
wouldn’t be a factor, but the heat and hi-humidity that arrived just in 
time for the course took their toll on my out-of-balance body. 

 
WEDNESDAY 

At 9pm Tom calls me and tells me the Level 2 has a Performance 
challenge at a bar near the Camp in Lebanon in 2 hours. He invites me 
up, saying, “everyone is asking about me.” Ugh. More guilt pangs. 

I imagine crafty after crafty: 
Crafty: “Where Mike? He just disappeared all of the sudden, and 

didn’t tell anyone!” 
Tom: “Its OK. He went home to rest, the heat sorta got to him, 

and he didn’t disappear, he told me he was leaving.” 
 
This would be Tom’s polite way of telling people my body couldn’t 

handle the physical demands of the course, and that I told Tom to tell 
anyone who asked about me [which Tom later remarked was just about 



everybody, yow] so I didn’t have to explain that I was way out of shape 
over and over again to Crafty after Crafty. 

 
I ask Katie [my wife’s name; did I mention that yet?] if she’d like 

to go up and see the team perform; she say yes enthusiastically, and 
so were off to Miller’s Tavern. 

We get to Miller’s go inside. There are about 20 people inside. 
The place is perfect for a Level 2 performance challenge. A jukebox is 
blaring heavy metal at high volume; the bar is a bar where people don’t 
go to mingle, or see a show, it’s a bar where people go to get drunk. 
Often alone. 

And the stage! Well, I’m calling it a stage, but its really a corner 
of the bar, about a foot higher then the floor, and railed off on one side. 
The stage, [and as a science teacher I’m well practiced in estimated 
lengths, masses, volumes, etc.] AT MOST, is a square, 7 feet by 7 feet. 
At Most. They need a table on the stage to prop up a small mixing 
board [Huh?! This is going to be amplified?]; and a few crafties arrive 
shortly to check out the room and set up two small crate amplifiers, the 
said mixer, a mic, and the necessary cabling. 7x7 means 49 square 
feet, the table; lets say 3x3, takes 9 of that away, so I thinking, Level 2 
has 30+ people, with 30 guitars. That means if you want to put 
everyone on that stage, each person, and their guitar, will have to 
occupy a bit more than one single square foot! HA! 

Different groups shuffle in; stand, waiting for quiet, if not silence. 
Neither arrives. At the opposite corner of the bar, a group of 2 couples 
are talking, and one of them, is drunk enough to talk VERY loudly, then 
laugh at whatever she has said even louder. The guitarists at the other 
end of the bar, for her, do not exist. 

Songs are played. My wife recognizes many more of them than 
I would have guessed. She is quite distracted by the shouting/laughing 
drunks in the corner, but, as this is what it is, there is nothing to do 
about it. 

Hellboys play “How Big Is Hell?” 
 
After the performance, I tell Tom I’m still a Travel Team Member, 

that my mega-absence in the beginning of the course, soon to be 
balanced by my mega-absence at the end of the course [3 days of 
shuttling Crafties back to Newark; and in one case, Manhattan]; is 
balanced by the fulcrum of me missing the only days I had free 
because of heat exhaustion. Which is funny, since, the day after I went 



home to cool off, New Jersey itself cooled off, the temperature and 
humidity plunging [82 degrees F; w/ 97% humidity in Lebanon when I 
left; as measured by a local weather station one can log on to, to 50 
degrees F; with 47% humidity in 24 hours.] 

Tom thanks me profusely, says I look a lot better [a few actually 
took double-takes seeing me; with hair not slicked back with sweat; I’m 
wearing proper clothing; and not beet-red faced with sweat dripping 
down it.]. 

I tell Tom no prob; my duties as Travel Team WILL be 
discharged. 

THURSDAY 
I’m absent from course; but Tom tells me that Robert had the 

Level 2s play at Millers again; this time accompanied by Level 1s [as 
audience, not playing], and the more experienced heckling of Curt, 
Robert, and others. 

During THRAK being performed on the stage, I’m told Robert, 
as a gesture of how interested he was in the performance, picked up 
the pay phone [which is 6 inches from the stage], and phoned his 
sister to catch up on things.  

FRIDAY 
 

I’ve said WAY too much about how bad it was being on the 
Travel Team [read: whining]; but having said that; a typical day that 
had me in the Ford SUV from 6am to 7 pm; 3 trips to Newark Airport; 
and one trip to NY City. 330 miles traveled today. About the same as 
the others. 

When Tom asked, as he approached me with the usual travel 
plan changes, he asked, “Can you take two into Manhattan?” The 
word “Sure!” comes out of my mouth about a millisecond before I 
remember that there’s a “Millennial Conference” of World Leaders 
taking place in Manhattan, at the UN, and that for weeks, every news 
station has been telling folks that the Gridlock caused by this will be 
so bad that car travel in Manhattan will be all but impossible. Oh well, 
ya gotta do what ya gotta do. Honor Necesity. 

As it turns out, the trip to Manhattan was The Highlight of all my 
travels. I had to drive Fabio [from Italy] and Ruth [from Germany] to 
an address in lower Manhattan. Luckily, I knew where it was, near 
Washington Square Church, where the NY GC team 
practiced/performed in the late 80s-early 90s. 



Anyway, what I didn’t know was that neither Fabio nor Ruth had 
Never seen Manhattan! As we drove towards the island, I see them, 
faces plastered to the windows, exclaiming in delight at the sheer 
majesty of the scene before them. I’ve been here so many times I 
was totally Jaded; and hearing them shout to each other “look there!” 
and “See all those cars!!!!?” [Port Newark; where the import cars, 
fresh from Europe/Japan/Elsewhere; are lined up by the thousands] 
made ME see Manhattan again as I did for the first time; exhilarating 
and terrifying all at once, to see what humans can do: take the stuff of 
the earth and, using a mixture of technology and audacity, make 
cities that soar into the sky. 

Robert has a comment on his DGM diary about a Crafty that 
had difficulty with leaving the course. I had a similar experience with 
someone; which severely screwed up the Travel Team; but this is not 
the place… 

 
SATURDAY 

 For reasons I still don’t know; Tom doesn’t call for me; I have a 
day off from the Travel Team. No one needed a ride that day, he tells 
me later. Should I return and sit in with the Level 2’s for the day? I 
grab my guitar and head toward the main hall where the Level 2’s are 
about to meet with Robert and Guitars, and feel that, nope, I’m not a 
part of this Level 2 anymore, so I turn away. Better a crime of 
omission than commission, in my opinion. 

 
SUNDAY 

3 trips to Newark; much hugging and I say good-bye to Curt 
and Victor. They are both happy to see me, and that makes the whole 
shebang worthwhile. I find out that the course ended Sat. night, 
instead of today, and so Robert is gone. I had no chance for a 
personal meeting, or to say goodbye. But, for the first time in a LONG 
time, I feel I did an honorable job in executing the tasks given to me 
as a member of the NJGC. That is much more satisfying. 

Travel Team duties completed 530pm. 
 
Michael Black   Miketeachr@aol.com 
13 September 2000  3:31am [Left Foot] 


